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Abstract
The friction force observed at macroscale is the result of interactions at various lower
length scales, which are difficult to model in a combined manner. For this reason, simplified approaches are required, depending on the specific aspect to be investigated. In
particular, the dimensionality of the system is often reduced, especially in models designed to provide a qualitative description of friction properties of elastic materials, e.g.
the spring-block model. In this paper, we implement for the first time a two dimensional
extension of the spring-block model applied to structured surfaces, aiming to investigate
by means of numerical simulations the frictional behaviour of a surface in the presence
of features like cavities, pillars or complex anisotropic structures. We show how friction
can be effectively reduced or controlled by appropriate design of surface features.
Keywords: Friction, Numerical models, Microstructures, Anisotropic materials

1. Introduction
The frictional behavior of macroscopic bodies arises from various types of interactions
occurring at different length scales between contact surfaces in relative motion. While
it is clear that their ultimate origin lies in inter atomic forces, it is difficult to scale
these up to the macroscopic level, including other typical phenomena such as surface
roughness, elasticity or plasticity, wear and specific surface structures [1][2]. Moreover,
the dependency on “external parameters”, e.g. relative velocity of the surfaces and
normal pressure, is neglected in approximate models such as the Amontons-Coulomb
law, but violations have been observed [3][4].
For this reasons, simplified models are required for theoretical studies and numerical
simulations, and friction problems can be addressed in different ways depending on the
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specific aspects under consideration. In order to improve theoretical knowledge of friction, or to design practical applications, it is not necessary to simulate all phenomena
simultaneously together, and a reductionist approach can be useful to investigate individual issues. Thus, despite the improvement in the computational tools, still in most
cases is preferable to develop simplified models to describe specific aspects, aiming to
provide qualitative understanding of the fundamental physical mechanisms involved.
One of the most used approaches to deal with friction of elastic bodies consist in the
discretization of a material in springs and masses, as done e.g. in the Frenkel-Kontorova
model [5], or the Burridge-Knopoff model [6], the latter also known as the spring-block
model. For simplicity, these models are often formulated in one dimension along the sliding direction, in various versions depending on the specific application. In recent years,
interesting results have been obtained with these models, explaining experimental observations [7]-[11]. The extension to two dimensions is the straightforward improvement
to better describe a experimental results and to correctly reproduce phenomena in two
dimensions. This has already been done for some systems, like the Frenkel-Kontorova
model [12][13] and the spring-block model applied to geology [14]-[19], but much work
remains to be done for friction of complex and structured surfaces.
The interest of this study lies not only in the numerical modeling of friction in itself,
but also has practical purposes: there are many studies relative to bio-inspired materials
[20]-[23] or biological materials [24]-[28] that reproduce non-trivial geometries that can
not be reduced to one-dimensional structures.
One of the most widely used models is the one dimensional spring-block model, which
was originally introduced to study earthquakes [29]-[31] and has also been used to investigate many aspects of dry friction of elastic materials [32]-[39]. In [40] we have extensively
investigated the general behavior of the model and the effects of local patterning (regular
and hierarchical) on the macroscopic friction coefficients, and in [41] we have extended
the study to composite surfaces, i.e. surfaces with varying material stiffness and roughness; finally in [42] we have introduced the multiscale extension of the model to study
the statistical effects of surface roughness across length scales.
In this paper, we propose a 2-D extension of the spring-block model to describe the
frictional behavior of an elastic material sliding on a rigid substrate. Our principal aim is
to compare the results with those obtained in the one-dimensional case and to extend our
study to more complex surface structures, e.g. arrangements of cavities or anisotropic
structures like those found in biological materials. The two-dimensional spring-block
model allows to consider a more realistic situation and captures a variety of behaviors
that can be interesting for practical applications. In particular, we emphasize that the
friction coefficients of anisotropic surface structures depends non-trivially on the sliding
direction.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present the model, in section
3.1, we discuss the main differences with the one-dimensional case and we explore the
role of the parameters without surface structures, highlighting the phenomenology of the
model, in section 3.2, we present the results for standard 1-D and 2-D surface structures
like grooves and cavities, in sections 3.3 and 3.4, we consider more complex cases of
anisotropic surface patterning; finally, in section 4, conclusions and future developments
are discussed.
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2. Model

Figure 1: Discretization of a square surface into a 2-D spring-bock model, showing the mesh of the
internal springs. The shear springs Ks attached above the blocks are not shown.

The equation of motion for an isotropic linear elastic body driven by a slider on an
infinitely rigid plane with damping and friction can be written as ρü = G∇2 u + G/(3 −
E/G)∇(∇ · u) − γρu̇, ρ is the density, γ is the damping frequency, E, G are the Young’s
modulus and the shear modulus, respectively. The top surface of the body is driven at
constant velocity v, the bottom surface is subjected to a locally variable friction force,
defined below, representing the interactions between elastic body and rigid plane, while
open boundary conditions are set on the other sides.
In order to simulate this system, we extend the spring-block model to the twodimensional case: the contact surface is discretized into elements of mass m, each connected by springs to the eight first neighbors and arranged in a regular square mesh
(figure 1) with Nx contact points along the x-axis and Ny contact points along in the
y-axis. The distances on the axis between the blocks are, respectively, lx and ly . Hence,
the total number of blocks is Nb ≡ Nx Ny . The mesh adopted in previous studies of
the 2-D spring-block model, e.g. [15],[19], does not include diagonal springs, but we add
them to take into account the Poisson effect (our mesh in similar to that used in [9]).
In order to obtain the equivalence of this spring-mass system with a homogeneous
elastic material of Young’s modulus E, the Poisson’s ratio must be fixed to ν = 1/3 [43],
which corresponds to the plane stress case, lx = ly ≡ l and Kint = 3/8Elz , where lz
is the thickness of the 2-D layer and Kint is the stiffness of the springs connecting the
four nearest neighbor of each block, i.e. those aligned with the axis. The stiffness of
the springs connecting a block with the four next-nearest neighbors, i.e. the diagonal
springs, must be Kint /2. Hence, the internal elastic force on the block i exerted by the
(ij)
neighbor j is Fint = kij (rij − lij )(rj − ri )/rij , where ri , rj are the position vectors of the
two blocks, rij is the modulus of their distance, lij is the modulus of the rest distance
3

and kij is the stiffness of the spring connecting them.
All the blocks are connected, through springs of stiffness Ks , to the slider that is
moving at constant velocity v in the x direction, i.e. the slider vector velocity is v = (v, 0).
0
Given the initial rest position r0i of block i, the shear force is F(i)
s = Ks (vt + ri − ri ).
P (ij)
(i)
(i)
We define the total driving force on i as Fmot =
j Fint + Fs . The stiffness Ks
can be related to the macroscopic shear modulus G = 3/8E, since all the shear springs
are attached in parallel, so that by simple calculations we obtain Ks = Kint l2 /lz2 . In
the following, for simplicity we fix lz = l. This formulation, commonly used springblock models, neglects the long-range interactions that may arise from wave propagation
through the bulk [44]-[47]. Here, we suppose that the local interactions are dominating,
which is a reasonable assumption for slow sliding velocities typical of the experiments
we keep as benchmark [20]-[23] and it has already allowed to get correct insights of the
phenomena occurring at the transition from static to dynamic friction [32][38].
The interactions between the blocks and the rigid plane can be introduced in many
ways: in the original paper on the spring block model [6] and in earthquake related
papers, e.g. [15][18], it is introduced by means of an effective velocity-dependent force
[48][49], in friction studies, e.g. [11][32], by springs that attach and detach during motion,
in [9][19] by means of the classical Amontons-Coulomb (AC) friction force. These various
approaches give rise to slightly different quantitative results, but if they are implemented
under reasonable assumptions, they do not significantly affect the overall predictions of
the model, which is thought to provide a qualitative understanding of the basic mechanisms of friction. This is true at least for the small sliding velocities
p we are considering
compared to the characteristic velocity scales of the system, i.e. l Kint /m. A different
qualitative behaviors may arise for higher sliding velocities, as shown for rate-and-state
friction laws [50]-[52]. In these cases, a careful evaluation of the interplay between friction
law and sliding velocity of the system must be performed.
In this study, we adopt a spring-block model based on the AC friction force and a
statistical distribution on the friction coefficients [40]-[42]: while the block i is at rest, the
(i)
(i)
(i)
friction force Ff r opposes to the total driving force, i.e. Ff r = −Fmot , up to a threshold
(i)

(i)

(i)

value Ff r = µs i Fn , where µs i is the static friction coefficient and Fn is the normal
force on i. When this limit is exceeded, a constant dynamic friction force opposes the
(i)
(i)
motion, i.e. Ff r = −µd i Fn rḃi , where µd i is the static friction coefficient and rḃi is the
velocity direction of the block. In the following we will drop the subscript s,d every time
the considerations apply to both the coefficients.
The friction coefficients are extracted from a Gaussian statistical
distribution to ac√
count for the randomness of the surface asperities, i.e. p(µi ) = ( 2πσ)−1 exp [−(µi − (µ)m )2 /(2σ 2 )],
where (µ)m denotes the mean of the microscopic friction coefficients and σ is its standard deviation. In order to simulate the presence of patterning or of structures on the
surface, we set to zero the friction coefficients of the blocks located on zones detached
from the rigid plane. The microscopic static and dynamic friction coefficients are fixed
conventionally to (µs )m = 1.0(1) and (µd )m = 0.50(5), respectively, where the numbers
in brackets denote the standard deviations of their Gaussian distributions.
The macroscopic friction coefficients are denoted with (µ)M . The static friction coefficients is calculated from the first maximum of the total friction force, while the dynamic
one as the time average over the kinetic phase. To calculate the friction coefficients as
ratio between longitudinal force and normal force, the norm of the longitudinal force
4

vector must be calculated. When calculating time averages, care must be taken in the
order of the operations, if there is an inversion of the friction force (i.e. some blocks
exceed the rest position, as in the analytical calculations of [40]) or a periodic motion
takes place, switching the operations of norm and time average produces different results. In these cases, the calculation closer to the realistic experimental procedure must
be adopted. However, in the following results, we have checked that the above conditions
do not occur and the order of the operations is irrelevant. The model does not include
roughness variations during sliding or other long term effects, so that the results for
dynamic friction are to be considered within the limits of this approximation
A damping force is added to eliminate artificial block oscillations: in [32] and in the
papers based on it (e.g. in [39]) this is done by means of a viscous damping force propor(i)
tional to the velocity of the block, i.e. Fd = −γmr˙i . However, there is another option,
e.g. in the 2-D model in [9], where the damping is imposed on the block oscillations
(ij)
between each pair of blocks i and j, i.e. Fd = −mγ (r˙i − r˙j ), thus emulating the
description usually adopted for viscoelastic materials [53]-[58]. In section 3.1, we discuss the different behavior obtained with the two approaches, but in the following of the
study we adopt the former one, which is the simplest to allow damping of non physical
oscillations.
P (ij)
(i)
Thus, the complete equation of motion for the block i is: mr¨i = j Fint +F(i)
s +Ff r +
(i)

Fd . The overall system of differential equations is solved using a fourth-order RungeKutta algorithm. In order to calculate the average of any observable, the simulation must
be iterated, extracting each time new random friction coefficients. In repeated tests, an
integration time step h = 10−8 s proves to be sufficient to reduce integration errors under
the statistical uncertainty in the range adopted for the parameters of the system.
We consider only a square mesh, i.e. Nx = Ny ≡ N , and we will specify the number
of blocks for each considered case. The default normal pressure is P = 0.05 MPa, so that
(i)
the normal force on each block is Fn = P l2 and the total normal force is Fn = P l2 N 2 .
The slider velocity is v = 0.05 cm/s. We will discuss in section 3.1 the motivations for
these choices, but in any case the results display small dependence on these parameters.
Realistic macroscopic elastic properties are chosen, e.g. a Young’s modulus E = 10
MPa, which it typical for a soft polymer or rubber-like material and a density ρ =
1.2 g/cm3 . The distance between blocks l in the model is an arbitrary parameters
representing the smallest surface feature that can be taken into account and it is chosen
by default as l = 10−3 cm, so that the order of magnitude matches those typical of
surface structures used in experiments [20]-[23].
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3. Results
3.1. Non-patterned surface
In this section, we model friction problems relative to homogeneous, non-patterned
surfaces varying the fundamental parameters to understand the overall behavior and to
compare it with that of the 1-D model studied in [40]. In figure 2, the friction force
behavior as a function of time is shown with the default set of parameters: there is
the linearly growing static phase, up to the macroscopic rupture event, followed by the
dynamic phase in which the system slides with small stick-slip oscillations at constant
velocity v. The percentage of blocks in motion as a function of time is also shown: in the
kinetic phase, single blocks or small groups slip simultaneously but not in a synchronized
manner with respect the rest of the surface.

Figure 2: Time evolution for the total friction force and percentage of moving blocks for N = 20, pressure
P = 0.1
p MPa, velocity v = 0.1 cm/s, γ/ω = 0.1 (a) or γ/ω = 0.5 (b), where ω is the internal frequency
ω ≡
Kint /m. The other parameters are set to the default values. Greater damping enhances the
dynamic friction coefficient and reduces stick-slip oscillations.

The first difference with the 1-D model is that the 2D array of springs shown in figure
1 allows to simulate the Poisson effect, i.e. a deformation in the transversal direction
due to the stretching in the longitudinal one. Secondly, due to the model definition
explained in section 2, the stiffnesses do not depend on the total number of blocks, so
that increasing N does not modify the elastic properties, but only the size of the system.
Since the number of points grows as the square of the side, N & 100 can already be
considered a large system, as shown in figure 3, where the size effects on the global static
friction coefficient are shown. Similar results hold for the dynamic friction. In the left
panel (figure 3a) and in the right panel (figure 3b), the influence of the applied pressure
P and the slider velocity v is also shown, respectively. In the typical ranges of these
parameters, variations are limited within few percent, so that in the following we adopt
typical values, e.g. v = 0.05 cm/s and P = 50 KPa without further discussions about
their influence.
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Figure 3: Static friction coefficient as a function of the number of blocks N by varying the applied
pressure P with the default velocity v = 0.05 cm/s (a), and by varying the velocity v with the default
pressure P = 50 KPa (b). Thus, the black dots on both sides show the curve for the default set of
parameters. Variations with respect to this are limited to few percent in the typical ranges of these
parameters.

3.1.1. Role of damping
As mentioned, two possible approaches can be adopted to introduce viscous damping
(i)
in the model. If we introduce a viscous damping force on the velocity, i.e. Fd = −γmr˙i ,
there is an increase on the dynamic friction coefficient due to the damping which reduces
the slip phases, similarly to the effect observed in [40]. This does not affect the
p general
behavior of the system, as long as γ is in underdamped regime, i.e. γ < ω ≡ Kint /m.
The other option consists in assuming the damping to be dependent on the relative
(ij)
oscillations between blocks, i.e. Fd = −mγ (r˙i − r˙j ), thus reproducing the generalized
Maxwell model for viscoelastic materials. This radically changes the previously-described
kinetic phase: for small damping values, there is a limited increase of the dynamic friction
with small stick slip events, but for large damping, the fluctuations become larger and the
kinetic phase consists in collective slips of the whole surface (figure 4). The explanation
for this is that this type of damping favours the elimination of relative block oscillations,
enhancing the coherence of the system, so that sliding events can involve a large number
of blocks also during the kinetic phase.
This behavior is highly non-trivial, since it is influenced not only by the sliding velocity
or the elastic properties of the surface, but also by the discretization parameters, i.e. the
7

Figure 4: Time evolution for the total friction force with the same parameters of figure 2, except that
the damping is imposed on the relative velocity between neighboring blocks, i.e. using a viscoelastic
−3 (a) or γ/ω = 10−4 (b), where ω is the internal frequency
material
p model, respectively with γ/ω = 10
(ω ≡
Kint /m ). The static friction coefficient remains unchanged, but the kinetic phase is totally
different, in particular for higher damping values there are greater stick-slip oscillations.

number of blocks N : for example, with N = 80, the stick-slip oscillations are reduced,
since for larger systems it is difficult to obtain collective slips and it is more likely that
different portions of the surfaces move independently.
Thus, the model can describe a variety of different situations and can capture the
richness of behaviour of the viscoelastic material. In the following, we adopt the first
solution, i.e. a viscous damping force on the velocity of the blocks, since it provides
a simpler approach for damping artificial block oscillations, and we fix γ = 500 ms−1
(γ/ω ' 0.1).
3.1.2. Detachment fronts
In this section, we focus on the transition from static to dynamic friction, corresponding to the maximum of the total friction force and the following drop in figure 2.
The spring-block model has been used in many recent studies to obtain valuable insights
on this aspect [8]-[11] and confirming fundamental experimental observations about the
onset of the dynamic motion [7],[59]-[61]. Our aim is not a detailed study of the wave
propagation and the rupture fronts before the sliding, for many accurate works have been
produced on these topics [62]-[67], but to show how the 2-D model allows to qualitatively
predict the phenomena illustrated in the literature.
In figure 5, four snapshots of the longitudinal deformation on the surface at different
times of the transition are shown: starting from the points with the weakest static friction
thresholds, rupture fronts propagate on the surface, until the whole surface slides (see the
caption of figure 5 for a detailed description). The maximum force, i.e. the point in which
the global static friction coefficient is calculated, takes place when the first rupture front
begins its propagation; then the blocks are progressively reached by the fronts and relax,
corresponding to the phase with the drop of the friction force. This decrease ends when
8

the whole surface has been reached by the rupture fronts and the overall sliding motion
begins. At the beginning of the sliding, the stress distribution appears to be frozen in a
non-uniform distribution of regions of compression and tension. These regions tend to
relax during the subsequent kinetic phase, in which different portions of the surface have
continuous but incoherent stick-slip motion, and regions of residual stress remain. This
has already been noted in the 1-D model [32] and observed experimentally [7], in terms
of ”memory effects“ after the transition to kinetic friction [37].
In 2-D models, the shape of the rupture front in the horizontal plane can be studied:
before the nucleation of a front, the detachment propagates first to the neighbors of the
weakest threshold point along the sliding direction, so that the the nucleation region is
not a single point, but more likely a segment. For this reason, the fronts in figure 5
display an elliptical shape.
Many details of these simulations depend on the chosen parameters: the thresholds
distribution, which is a way to parametrize the surface roughness, but also the velocity
and the elasticity of the material affect the number of fronts, the speed of propagation
and the duration of the friction force decrease. Moreover, the model does not take into
account the modification of the effective contact area during the transition. However, it is
evident that the avalanche of ruptures originate from the regions with weakest thresholds
and then propagates to the whole surface in all the directions, similarly to avalanches in
fracture mechanics [8],[63]. Also, it is interesting to note the non-trivial persistence of
residual deformations in correspondence with the regions of interaction between multiple
waves, deriving from the inelastic nature of the model.
The role of the weakest thresholds is confirmed also in [41], where it is shown that
the distribution of the static friction thresholds deeply affect the global static friction
and the onset of motion, while it is almost irrelevant for the dynamic phase. Thus, in
a real material the nucleation points could be the contact points with imperfect contact
to the surface. On the basis of this observation, we discuss in the next sections how
static friction can be radically modified by structures that give rise to non-trivial stress
distributions on the surface before the sliding.
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Figure 5: Time snapshots of the deformation ∆ along the longitudinal direction on the surface divided
by the block distance lx , so that positive values (red) indicate compression and negative values (blue)
tension. Before the maximum of the friction force is reached, some blocks with weak static friction
thresholds detach (a), then a rupture front nucleates from the weakest point, corresponding to the instant
of the maximum force before the drop (b); the front propagates while other fronts nucleate elsewhere (c)
finally, the whole surface slides leaving a non-uniform distribution of regions under tension/compression
(d).
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3.2. Patterned structures
First we consider single-level surface structures, i.e. described by only one characteristic length scale, such as those shown in figure 6. The 2-D surface allows to simulate
more configurations than those studied in the one dimensional case, e.g. in [40], which is
limited to structures similar to figure 6a. In experimental tests [20], grooves aligned with
the sliding direction, like those in figure 6b, have also been considered, while square cavities and square pillars (figure 6c and 6d, respectively), are the simplest two dimensional
structures that we can consider. Similar structures have been investigated experimentally
[68]-[70].

Figure 6: Single-level surface structures considered in the simulations: patterning with grooves in direction perpendicular (a) or parallel (b) to the motion. Square cavities (c) and pillars (d). The number
ng ≡ Lg /lx is the ratio between the size of the structure and the elementary block distance. The arrow
denotes the sliding direction.

In order to simulate these structures, we set to zero the friction coefficients of the
blocks corresponding to regions no longer in contact with the sliding plane. This is a twodimensional model of the structures shown in figure 6, in which grooves correspond to
regions without friction, while effects occurring in the depth are neglected, e.g. mechanical interlocking, geometric nonlinearities, and variability in normal stresses. However,
this does not modify our general conclusions derived from in-plane stress distributions.
We denote with Lg the width of generic non contact regions, like grooves or holes,
and with Lp the width of contact regions, like pillars or pawls, as shown in figure 6.
The ratios ng ≡ Lg /lx and np ≡ Lp /lx represent the number of blocks contained in
these regions, which are convenient adimensional numbers to classify the width of the
structure. In the following, if only ng is reported, we are considering the case ng = np .
The system parameters are fixed to the default values with Nx = Ny = 120.
11

3.2.1. Static Friction
In [40] we have shown that in the static phase, i.e. before every block begins to slide,
the in-plane surface stress is mostly concentrated at the edge of the grooves. Here, the
same results are obtained and, more in general, we observe that stresses are concentrated
at the edges of the structure in both directions, as shown in figure 7 for the configuration
of cavities. Due to the Poisson effect, stress components also appear in the transversal
direction. For example, the structures in figure 6c tends to be deform as a trapezoid
with the greater basis in the forward direction. Similar deformations occur in the case
of grooves or other rectangular shapes. Vice versa, a square pillar structure such as in
figure 6d deforms like a trapezoid with the smaller basis in the forward direction.

Figure 7: Longitudinal (a) and transversal stress (b), divided by the pressure on the 2-D surface, before
the blocks motion, for a structure with square cavities as in figure 6c and ng = 10 (the dotted lines
above shows the surface profile). The stress-pressure ratio is also normalized with the value obtained for
a smooth surface, so that, for example, the normalized value is fixed to one for non-edging blocks. The
stress is accumulated at the edge of the cavities with a non-zero component in the transversal direction.

For a generic structure, the total stress is mostly concentrated where concave angles
are present and where non-negligible stress components are present in both directions.
From this we deduce that, other parameters being equal, a structure with a great number
of concave angles and a large perimeter is expected to have considerably reduced static
friction. Practical examples of such structures are presented in the next section 3.3.
Results are shown in figure 8: in the case of patterning there is the well known decrease
in static friction for larger grooves, however in this case the behaviour is not monotonic.
The explanation for this is that, during the rupture process, the stress is redistributed
12

on the surface in a non trivial way: in the 1-D system, once the force thresholds of the
edge blocks are exceeded, the stress is transferred only to the blocks adjacent to the edge,
thus increasing the groove width but keeping the patterned structure. In 2-D, instead,
ruptures can be distributed in different parts along the transversal direction, so that
the edge formed by the attached blocks is no longer a regular patterning, but could be,
for example, a winding profile with a non-trivial stress distribution. This influences the
transition from static to dynamic friction and, accordingly, the maximum of the total
friction force.
From another point of view, the crack front is forced to propagate along the pawls.
When they are narrow, i.e. for small ng , their dynamics is practically one-dimensional. If
they are wider, the dynamics is determined by interactions of rupture fronts in different
directions, so that the the overall behavior is more complicated and a non-monotonic
dependence of static friction ng can arise. Moreover, before the sliding phase, the stress
on the edges aligned with the sliding direction is slightly smaller than that on transversal ones, but the global static friction is larger for transversal grooves with respect to
longitudinal ones (figure 8). This can be only ascribed to the transition from static to
dynamic friction: as noted in section 3.1.2, the detachment front propagates first to the
neighbors along the sliding direction, so that in the case of transversal grooves, the wave
propagation is hampered due to the small pawl size, despite the stress being slightly
larger. This is less influential for large ng values and, indeed, the static friction is greater
for longitudinal grooves. Overall, the interpretation of particular behaviors related to
specific structures requires a detailed analysis of the onset of the dynamic motion for
each specific case.
The static friction coefficient for square cavities is the smallest of the considered structures one for small ng , but it does not decrease as significantly as for other structures
again for larger cavities; a similar behaviour has been observed experimentally for bulk
metal glass materials with honeycomb holes [23], suggesting that the origin of the behaviour is related to the stress distribution determined by its structure rather than by
the material.
Finally, the square pillars with regular spacing have highest static friction for small
ng , but the smallest one for large ng . The effective contact area for this structure
is S/Stot = 1/4, so that the static friction thresholds are doubled with respect the
regular patterning. However, for larger pillars, the stress on the edges and concave
angles (contrary to hole structures) increases and consistently with the argument above,
the friction coefficient is reduced.
The static friction of such structures is qualitatively controlled by the width of the
spacings (in our case ng ) and the effective contact area as in the 1-D case, but also by its
shape and the orientation with respect to the sliding direction. In order to understand
quantitatively which geometrical feature prevails, an accurate study of the stress distribution before the sliding and of the transition from static to dynamic friction is required,
since in general simple proportionality laws cannot be formulated.
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Figure 8: Normalized static friction coefficients for the four single-level structures of figure 6. Results
are normalized with respect to the static friction coefficients for a smooth surface (non-patterned case)
and are displayed as a function of the structure characteristic width ng = np . Notice the decrease of
static friction for ng ' 2 and the non monotonic behavior for larger sizes (ng > 6).
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3.2.2. Dynamic friction
The dynamic friction coefficient in presence of the considered structures displays small
relative variations with respect to the non-patterned case. However, a trend can be observed, as reported in figure 9: the dynamic friction coefficients are always increased with
respect the non-patterned case, and are reduced by increasing the size of the structures.
This can be explained by considering that in this regime the dynamic motion entails the
non-synchronized sliding of different parts of the surface, with an equilibrium between
moving and stuck blocks. If the level of the stress acting on the blocks increases, there
are more blocks moving and fewer subjected to static friction, so that the sum of the
friction forces during the sliding, which determines the total dynamic friction coefficient,
decreases with ng .
Comparing the four different structure types, the dynamic friction coefficients increases by reducing the effective contact area, as noted in [40], but the geometry is also
influential: the different behavior for longitudinal and transversal grooves, as explained
for static friction, influences also the dynamic friction due to the blocks at rest during
the dynamic phase.

Figure 9: Normalized dynamic friction coefficients for the four single-level structures of figure 6. Results
are normalized with respect to the dynamic friction coefficients for a smooth surface (non-patterned
case) and are displayed as a function of the structure typical width ng = np . The decreasing trend with
the size of the structures is limited to few percent with respect the non-patterned case.
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3.3. Winding tread patterns
As observed in the previous section, with a general non-trivial surface structure, the
stress concentrations before the sliding is distributed at the edges and at the concave
angles, so that for winding tread patterns we expect reduced static friction. This is
confirmed by simulation on structures such as those shown in figure 10, in which the real
contact area is the same of equal spaced grooves in figure 6a,b, but concave angles and
perimeter are increased due to the winding profile of the grooves.

Figure 10: Structure derived from that in figure 6a, in which the straight edge of the grooves has been
modified to a winding profile with ratchets of width Ld and depth Lin . The effective contact area is
halved, like in the case of regular patterning with grooves and pawls of the same size.

As observed in [40], the effective contact area and the width of the spacings affect
static friction too. Thus, in order to design a surface with a desired static friction
coefficient, all of these three factors need to be considered. We consider for simplicity
the case of figure 10 varying the size of the features: as in the previous section, Lg is
the spacing between two consecutive structures along the sliding direction and Lp is the
width of the structure. Ld is the width of the ratchets in the transversal direction to
the sliding one and Lin is their indentation. By dividing these values by lx , the values
nd and nin are obtained, corresponding to the number of blocks for each feature in the
width and length direction, respectively.
In figures 11 and 12 the friction coefficients of the various tread patterns are shown
and, in the table 1, their legend is reported. As expected from the previous discussion,
static friction can be further reduced with respect to the case of periodic regular patterning with an increase of the perimeter and of the concave angles of the structures.
Moreover, the precise value can be manipulated by varying the ratio between depth and
width of structure, exploiting the high degree of tunability. There is an optimal configuration to obtain the maximum friction reduction, which involves ratchets whose depth
is different than the width (e.g. configurations s6 10 4 and s20 4 10 of table 1). The
dynamic friction can also be manipulated, although the relative variations are smaller.
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Contrarily to the static friction case, these structures can enhance dynamic friction with
respect to the corresponding periodic regular structure.
Finally, by rotating the sliding direction perpendicularly to that shown in figure 10,
similar qualitative considerations hold, though numerical results vary. For the configurations we have tested, only the s20 4 10 has the weakest static friction for both the
direction. Thus, we can conclude that, by rotating these structures, results are not symmetric, but a configuration with weak the static friction coefficients in both direction can
be found.

Figure 11: Normalized static (a) and dynamic (b) friction coefficients for the different tread patterns in
table 1 compared to those for a regular patterning with ng = np = 6 (black line). The static coefficient
can be further reduced with respect to the case of periodic regular patterning.

3.4. Anisotropic patterns
In section 3.2, we discussed the different behavior obtained for longitudinal and
transversal grooves, i.e. by rotating the grooves with respect to the sliding direction.
In this section, we further investigate the role of anisotropic surface structures by considering, for example, rectangular pillars, as shown in figure 13.
By exploiting the mechanisms observed in section 3.2, we find that with this structure static friction can vary significantly by rotating the sliding direction. Results are
reported in figure 14, while in table 2 the size of the sides are summarized. The pillar
sides are denoted with Lp x , Lp y and their distances with Lg x , Lg y along the x and y axis,
17

Figure 12: Normalized static (a) and dynamic (b) friction coefficients for the different tread patterns in
table 1 compared to those for a regular patterning with ng = np = 20 (black line). While the dynamic
friction coefficient displays little variation, the static friction coefficient can be remarkably reduced with
an optimal combinations of parameters.

tread pattern
s6 2 2
s6 4 4
s6 6 4
s6 10 4
s6 20 4

grooves ng
6
6
6
6
6

width nd
2
4
6
10
20

depth nin
2
4
4
4
4

tread pattern
s20 4 4
s20 10 4
s20 4 10
s20 10 10
s20 4 16
s20 10 16

grooves ng
20
20
20
20
20
20

width nd
4
10
4
10
4
10

Table 1: Table reporting the setups of the structure of figure 10 corresponding to the results presented
in figures 11 and 12. For all the setups only ng is reported since np = ng .

respectively. Dividing these by the length l, we obtain the ratios np x , np y , ng x , ng y , respectively. For rectangular pillars aligned with the sliding direction there is a remarkable
reduction of static friction. Despite this result being intuitive, it is interesting to note
the large difference in static friction that is exclusively due to the rotation of the sliding
direction. The anisotropy of the structure and the underlying mechanisms occurring at
the onset of the sliding determine this behaviour. Thus, it appears that, to manipulate
static friction with the sliding direction, anisotropic dimensions of the structure are more
18

depth nin
4
4
10
10
16
16

Figure 13: Surface with rectangular pillars of size Lp x , Lp y and placed at Lg x , Lg y along the x and y
direction, respectively. This simple configuration displays interesting properties due to the anisotropy
by switching the sliding direction between the x and y axis.

effective than complex shapes.
Additionally, we observe that, by increasing the size of the pillars, static friction
decreases (as expected), and that the differences between the two directions are also
reduced. This confirms that the effect is due to the mechanisms occurring during the
transition from static to dynamic friction, as explained for grooves 3.2.
data set
s1
s2
s3
s4

np x
8
12
16
8

np y
2
3
4
2

ng x
4
6
8
4

ng y
4
6
8
6

Table 2: Characteristics of the anisotropic pillars of figure 13 corresponding to the results presented in
figure 14. We denote with np x , np y the sides the pillars, and with ng x , ng y their distances along the x
and y axis, respectively, expressed in number of elementary blocks.
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Figure 14: Static friction coefficients for different sizes of anisotropic pillars in 2, normalized by the value
for a smooth surface. The x and y axis are defined as in figure 13, i.e. the larger sides of the rectangular
pillars are aligned with the x axis. There is a remarkable difference between the static friction coefficients
in perpendicular sliding directions.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a 2-D version of the spring-block model to investigate the friction coefficients of complex surfaces that cannot be reduced to one dimension.
This is fundamental to develop practical application and to explain recent research results on friction of patterned surfaces in biological and bio-inspired materials. We have
described the model in detail and presented benchmark results with a non-patterned
surface, aiming to understand the effects of the parameters, the general behavior of
the system and to find connections with the literature. Interesting insights on friction
can be obtained by investigating the transition from static to dynamic friction and the
propagation of avalanche ruptures on the surface.
Then, we have considered simple patterned surfaces, e.g. longitudinal and transversal
grooves, regular square cavities and pillars. Due to the Poisson effect, the in-plane surface
stress has also a non-zero component in the transversal direction, so that structures like
cavities deform with a stretching in the forward direction, with respect to the sliding, and
a compression in the backward one, and vice versa for protruding structures like pillars.
The surface stress is mostly concentrated at the edges and at concave angles. We have
investigated how the friction coefficient modifies by varying the size of these structures,
finding non-trivial behaviors whose origin depends on the surface redistribution of stress
during the transition from static to dynamic friction. The most interesting predictions
are relative to the non-monotonic behavior of the static friction by varying the size of
the cavities (in agreement with experimental results) and the maximum static friction
reduction obtained for structures with regular square pillars of large size.
Finally, we have considered winding tread patterns, which have the same contact
area and the same spacings of regular groove patterns, but a greater number of concave
angles and perimeter. As expected from the previous observations, we find a remarkable
static friction reduction for some of these configurations. Thus, to manipulate the global
static friction by designing structures on the surface, not only the contact area and
the width of the structures (as observed in the 1-D case) but also the profile of the
edges is fundamental. Fine tuning of static friction can be performed by varying the
size of the specimens. Moreover, in the case of anisotropic structures like rectangular
pillars, the friction coefficients can vary significantly with the sliding direction, which
becomes another parameter to take into account. These kinds of predictions require a
two-dimensional model such as the one presented herein that is able of capturing the
non-trivial behavior of complex structures, such as those commonly used in bio-inspired
materials.
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